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Model of Cultural Learning Formations 

About the model 

Today’s world of work and vocation is greatly affected by globalization and transnationalization.  

These have an impact on working processes, professional biographies and identity development. In 

her study, Steffi Robak examines the educational and learning requirements, which arise for German 

employees who are temporarily sent by their employers to work in company branches in China (so 

called “expatriates”). The expatriates, whether short or long term, respond to the new requirements 

in their own individual way with different learning activities.  

Thereby the study examined the following questions: Which formations of hybridity (see below) take 

place in Chinese work contexts with persons from different cultures? To what extend are the 

individuals involved in forming hybridity? Which learning and educational processes do the individuals 

perform and how do these processes affect the development of competencies, the working 

performances and culturality? Are there enough opportunities of institutionalized further education 

for the expatriates to cover their learning and educational requirements? Which role do education and 

cultural aspects play?  

The Model of Cultural Learning Formations (Robak 2012, 2015b) follows the scientifically sound 

assumption that successful integration means learning on three levels (which are explained in detail 

below). The context of the study is quite similar to the context of the MaWIC project. In the study 

German employees are sent to work in company branches in China for a certain amount of time, where 

they work together with Chinese colleagues. In the context of MaWIC, people from different countries 

and cultures come to the project partners’ countries and have to be integrated into the labour market. 

Here, the motives and educational qualifications are very unlikely to be identical to those of the 

participants of the study. However, the Model of Cultural Learning Formations is independent from 

the migrants’ experiences and prior education and can therefore be well applied to the MaWIC project. 

The three levels of the model can be found in every integration process and have to be adapted to 

each individual case. The model focuses on the individual aspects of a person on every level. Thereby 

educational qualifications, the cultural knowledge and the work experiences of each individual person 

are considered. 

 

The model  

In her model, Steffi Robak (Robak 2012, 2015b) 

considers integration as learning processes on 

three levels, the psychodynamic acculturation (1), 

professionalization and qualification (2) and 

educational and cultural skills (3). Here, 

integration is not only the task of the migrants, 

but also of the society, the migrant is integrated 

into. The formation of two parallel worlds of the 

majority and the minority society (migrants and 

majority keep to themselves) should be 

prevented.  

Instead of living in native groups abroad, the main 
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hybridity, which is on the whole a mixture of traditions, everyday practices and processes, ways of 

thinking etc. of the two meeting cultures. During the process of hybridization, migrants and target 

society are supposed to approach each other, learn from each other and form new ways of living 

together. This occurs a) on the three levels and b) by three learning dimensions – working practices, 

cultural standards and patterns of interpretation – which can be found on all three levels. 

Metaphorically speaking, the three learning dimensions represent (virtual) places, where interactions 

between two persons from different cultures take place, that is very practical encounters between two 

people from different cultures. The interactions taking place will autonomously entail working 

practices, cultural standards and patterns of interpretation, because they affect our daily life, our 

perception and acting. Working practices highlight cultural differences, which have to be addressed. 

The same applies for cultural standards and patterns of interpretation (for more information and 

examples see information box on page 5). The handling of differences and the formation of a new 

mutual (working) culture is the process of hybridity, the hybridization. 

The analysis of individual cases of the expatriates in China in the study resulted in four different types 

of expatriates (their naming and characterization is less significant at this point). The types differ in the 

way they work and learn as well as in educational processes that go beyond that. Furthermore, they 

show both chances and limitations of learning opportunities. Steffi Robak calls these types Cultural 

Learning Formations. The standardization of the types was not determined by the origin or educational 

degrees. The determining factors here were the opportunities set by the biographical situation, the 

working conditions, the job structures and the learning structures in the companies. They enable 

various opportunities for cultural encounters and learning in cultural spaces. 

 

Process level I – Psychodynamic acculturation (individual resources, biographical 

situation and learning conditions) 

The first level describes the individual, biographical and situational conditions for work ability and 

the working and living conditions. These can be imagined as a backpack a person carries with him/her 

when arriving in a new country. It concerns for example (see Robak 2012, 286):  

- educational background 

- employment conditions  

- lifestyle 

- „cultural concentration“ (meaning how much the migrant is 

exposed to the foreign and his own culture) 

- location: megacities or rural areas 

- … 

The living conditions play a significant role for the acculturation process 

(see Robak 2012, 286). Acculturation processes are generally understood 

as adaptation processes and their results on an individual and a societal level (see Robak 2012, 95). 

In addition to the living conditions, the motivation for living abroad as well as the emotional positioning 

play an important role. The motivation has a strong influence on the stay and the perseverance in the 

target country, the learning processes that are initiated, and the professional activities (see Robak 

2012, 286).  

The motivation, the reasons for the overseas assignment and the existing cultural knowledge lead to 

an emotional positioning, which can be both advantageous or disadvantageous for learning and 

educational processes (see Robak 2012, 277). As an elementary emotion it places itself on all activities 
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and reflections of the person and hence influences his or her actions and the handling of cultural 

differences (see Robak 2012, 287). The regulation of emotions is a very important skill for working with 

persons from different cultures (see Robak 2012, 277). 

The last important point on the first level is the private zone of interaction (see Robak 2012, 286). The 

migrated person seeks contexts of interactions and contact with other people to facilitate the own 

arrival. Here both, the contact to the new as well as to the own culture, is important for a successful 

psychodynamic acculturation, which is in turn significant for learning and educational processes. 

 

Process level II: professionalization and qualification – individual learning forms 

The second level of the model focuses on the work context. This includes the requirements of the 

workplace and its tasks, the subsequent work requirements and the formation of work practices (see 

Robak 2012, 279). Important are the learning activities at the workplace and the opportunities for 

the individual (representatively, the diagram shows a certificate): Which training opportunities are 

there? Is there a support for individuals at the workplace? Is there a learning 

culture in the company? Which forms of learning are possible?  

In the study the following learning activities are assumed:  

- learning at the workplace (implicit learning) 

- systematic learning (formal and non-formal learning) 

- informal learning 

- self-regulated learning 

- coaching/mentoring 

The learning processes depend on the work tasks, the individual 

qualifications and the work contexts. In particular, systematic learning in the form of seminars is 

necessary in order to acquire sufficient knowledge. The study showed that workplace-based learning 

alone was not enough to cope with professional and cultural needs. 

The way of dealing with working practices at the workplace reflects on the handling of cultural 

differences. Here research shows four different action strategies: 

- enforcement (migrant enforces his own culture and ways of working on colleagues) 

- assimilation (migrant adopts the surrounding culture) 

- adjustment as constitution of culture (migrant and colleagues adjust to each other, a „new 

work culture“ is constituted)  

- resistance of differences (denying that there are cultural differences) 

Research shows that the adjustment as constitution of a new culture is most effective (hybridization). 

If both, the migrant and the host society, attune to each other and are open to learn from each other, 

so that a common new (work) culture is established, successful integration is most likely. 

 

Process level III: educational and cultural skills – individual access to cultural learning and 

cultural education  

The third level focuses on the engagement in the host society, the individual access to cultural learning 

and cultural education. It describes opportunities of participation in the society and explores the ways 

a migrated person seeks to get to know the new culture. According to Gieseke there are three ways of 

participation (see Gieseke 2005, 52f., Gieseke in: Robak 2012, 281; 2015b, 69f.).  
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- systematic-receptive: active involvement/interest in the country, history, religion, cultural and 

societal situation  

- self-acting-creative: own artistic activities, here a person produces something, learns a special 

technique or expresses her- or himself in an artistical way e.g. by 

learning to play an instrument, to paint a picture, etc.  

- communicative-understanding: aims on understanding the 

patterns of interpretation by intercultural encounters and 

exchange, by identity formation, e.g. by joining a sports team, 

taking part in a creative courses to learn the oral language 

(not writing), etc. 

The diagram shows the participation in culture via the third approach: 

joining a football club.  

 This level overlaps with the private and the work environment (process level I and II). On the cultural 

level, hybridization processes can grow slowly – thus giving them a character of a socialization process. 

 

Information: the three learning dimensions – definition and examples 

Working practices emerge from working with other people. In teams with persons from different cultures, 
various practices come together and form new cultural developments that can neither be produced nor 
disseminated by economic negative constraints (see Reckwitz 2006, 501). Here, in forming new practices, 
hybrid formation happens. Persons of one culture get to know the practices of the other culture and vice 
versa. Together they create a “mixture” of working practices of both cultures. So, figuratively speaking the 
practices are an engine of culture (Robak 2012, 271; 2015a, 70f.) 
Examples of working practices are the design of employment contracts, work orders and level of autonomy, 
workplace infrastructure and social and health care, but also organizational and management structures.  

Cultural standards are central features of a culture that determine a person’s thinking, perception, acting and 
feeling (see Thomas 2003, 7). German cultural standards in the context of professional activities include, for 
example, “Sachorientierung” (this term doesn’t even exist in English, but could be translated as subject-
orientation or orientation towards facts), appreciation of structures and rules, time planning, internalized 
control, separation of personality and life areas and weak context (which means that “what” is more important 
than “how”, in communication for example) (see Schroll-Machl 2003, 74ff.).  
Example: The cultural standard of time planning shows that for Germans, timing is very important. The 
background to this is the idea of effectiveness. Time is rare and precious and has to be used sensible and for 
the right things. To make this possible, appointments are made in work and often also in private life. If the 
appointments cannot be kept, an excuse has to be given, otherwise this behavior is rude (or can even be 
understood as an insult), because the other person has kept that time free. Time-wise reliability means 
professionalism and creates confidence and a positive image (see Schroll-Machl 2003, 76f.).  

Patterns of interpretation are deeply internalized guidance that we gain by experiences and interpretations 
throughout our lives (see Arnold 1985, 23). Here in particular, the socialization process, that is the process of 
growing up and growing into the family structures and the societal and cultural context, and cultural and 
societal factors play a significant role (see Robak 2012, 216, 220). Patterns of interpretation serve as a basis 
for acting, as they give orientation for the handling of situations (see Gieseke in: Robak 2012, 221).  
We interpret social interactions from a certain point of view, that is how we know how to deal with such 
situations best. So we draw on our own experiences and proven strategies (our patterns of interpretation) to 
deal with new situations. 
Example: Terminologies, for example “integration”, can be determined by patterns of interpretation. In 
everyday language, for some people “integration” means “adaptation” and lies in the responsibility of the 
migrants. For others “integration” means a chance to get to know other cultures and the responsibility is not 
only the responsibility of the migrants but also of the receiving society. So, when talking about “integration” 
people might talk about different things as their understanding of the term is differently determined by their 
patterns of interpretation.  
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